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1 of 1 review helpful Great stories by masterful authors By I Gansler V Wars features such authors as Maberry himself 
and continues to add an impressive line up from there My favorite author in the anthology is John Everson who writes 
an amazing tale worthy of his talent in Love Less Also in the lineup is Nancy Holder Yvonne Navarro Keith R A 
DeCandido with an amazing tale of vampirism and politics Scott Nichols A sweeping threaded narrative of the global 
phenomenon known as the Vampire Wars Mankind is silently infected by a millennia old bacteria unknowingly 
exhumed by a scientific expedition in Antarctica Now in some rare cases a person s so called junk DNA becomes 
activated and depending on their racial and ethnic heritage they begin to manifest one of the many diverse forms of the 
others that are the true basis for the legends of supernatural creatures These aren About the Author JONATHAN 
MABERRY nbsp is a New York Times best selling and multiple Bram Stoker Award winning suspense nbsp author 
editor comic book writer magazine feature writer playwright content creator and writing teacher lecturer He was 
named 
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